The Longevity Seekers: Science, Business, and the Fountain of Youth Ted Anton University of ChiCago Press 240 pp. $26 (2013) A "silver tsunami" is upon us, writes Ted Anton: by 2050, one-third of people in the developed world will be over 60. The time has come to tease out the "molecular tipping points" involved in maintaining geriatric health, Anton avers. Kicking off with molecular biologist Cynthia Kenyon -who in 1993 pinpointed a single-gene mutation that doubles the lifespan of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans -Anton reveals a young field already rife with larger-than-life personalities and lab drama aplenty.
The Mystery of the Hanging Garden of Babylon: An Elusive World Wonder Traced
Stephanie Dalley oxford University Press 304 pp. £25 (2013) The puzzling dearth of research on Babylon's Hanging Garden, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world, prompted Assyriologist Stephanie Dalley to methodically sift the evidence. Her perusal of cuneiform tablets, rock reliefs and Latin texts yielded research gold, overturning long-held ideas about the creator and location of this vertiginous marvel. From its fantastical landscaping to its advanced irrigation system, the garden emerges as a wonder indeed -of engineering, aesthetics and metaphoric richness.
Denial: Self-Deception, False Beliefs, and the Origins of the Human Mind Ajit Varki and Danny Brower twelve 384 pp. $27 (2013)
Do you skydive? Deep-fry? Chain-smoke? Denial of mortality is a strange trait that is also key to human nature, argues medic Ajit Varki. His argument stems from the ideas of late geneticist Danny Brower, who asked why species such as chimpanzees have not evolved to be aware of both self and the minds of others. Varki speculates that such intersubjectivity could only arise in tandem with 'death blindness', as fear would otherwise hamstring a species' fitness. A thoughtful foray into "mind over reality".
Wall Street wizard John Pierpont Morgan, he oversaw the building of Wardenclyffe, an imposing laboratory-cum-transmitting tower on Long Island, New York. However, faulty research results undermined the plan and, unnerved by Tesla's self-promotion and suspicious of the growing speculative bubble in wireless communications, Morgan withdrew. The giant transmission facility was never completed and Tesla found himself scrambling for cash. (Despite this, Tesla's activities probably spurred physicist and inventor Guglielmo Marconi to speed up his own work on wireless communications.)
The failures that dogged Tesla's transmission scheme bit deeply into his perceptions of how the electrical world worked. Earth didn't behave as if it were filled with an incompressible fluid, as Tesla believed. When the Wardenclyffe experiment failed, Carlson recounts, Tesla faced a "serious dilemma … Either he was wrong or nature was wrong. " Ideas clashed with reality and Tesla, angry and depressed, had a nervous breakdown in 1905.
Tesla's last three decades in New York City were spent in relative obscurity. He never gave up the dream of wireless power transmission and continued to invent while living precariously off a modest stream of royalties. He gave annual press conferences in which he speculated about the future of technology. His life, one observer noted, took on a more "speculative, philosophical, and somewhat promotional character".
In the early 1970s, many years after his death, Tesla's enigmatic behaviour (such as his passion for feeding pigeons) and lingering reputation for grandstanding electrifying illusions helped to cement his appeal among free-energy claimants -who believe there is electricity in our environment waiting to be picked up with the right technology -and counterculturalists seeking mystery in the rational and material world. Public interest has spiked again in the past few years. 
